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29 municipalities. One living space.

Rhine Valley Vision is co-financed 
by the EU and its European Fund 
for Regional Development.



Have you ever seen the Rhine Valley from above? From a flight, from a 
mountaintop or on an aerial photograph? You will recognize a variety of 
very different things – settlement areas, streets, waterways and open spaces. 
But what you can‘t see are boundaries – no municipality boundaries, district 
boundaries and state boundaries, even national borders cannot be identified. 
Seen from above the Rhine Valley is a living space free of borders and bound-
aries. And exactly this view is the central ambition of Rhine Valley Vision: 
the Rhine Valley region as a collective space for planning and design.

A Valley of Change 
The Vorarlberg Rhine Valley has experienced a massive change over the past 
50 years. The population has grown from 140,000 to approx. 240,000 inha-
bitants. There is no other region in Austria that has experienced comparable 
growth in the same time frame. This strong growth in the population can be 
seen in the development of settlement areas. The number of buildings has 
almost tripled and the built-up areas have increased eightfold. From 29 scat-
tered and spread out separate municipalities and small towns, the valley has 
seen the formation of a fairly dense urban ribbon stretching from Bregenz 
to Feldkirch. These days the crossover from one municipality to another can 
often only be recognised by the changing place name signs. 

It is not just a result of the spread of the settlement areas that has caused the 
merging of the Rhine Valley. The railways and motorway have been deve-

loped, public transport services have been 
expanded and since 1960 the car popula-
tion has increased by a factor of 13. This 
high increase in mobility has led us to take 
advantage of the Rhine Valley as a whole: 
we live in the countryside, work in a busi-
ness park in a neighbouring municipality 
and take advantage of the cultural life of 
the whole valley.

From Idea to Model 
In the year 2000 there was a controver-
sial public discussion because a building 
with 23 floors and a height of 83 m was 
to be erected on the outskirts of Lustenau, 
which would have potentially been the 

Rhine Valley by night: this is 
what the Rhine Valley looks like 
when every single address is 
assigned a point of light. 
You can see a collective living 
space without any municipality, 
state or national borders. 



highest building ever to be built in Vorarlberg. It was decided that not only 
this particular case but also the entire regional planning sector needed to 
adopt a regional approach – an approach that looked beyond the boundaries 
of each single municipality. In 2003 a survey, which questioned 89 „key per-
sons“ from different industries, confirmed that the time had now come for 
the 29 municipalities in the Rhine Valley to think about the future of their 
living space. 

Rhine Valley Vision officially began in July 2004 with a very intensive missi-
on defining process. Altogether more than 800 citizens, experts, municipal 
and state politicians worked on this mission statement. This extensive in-
volvement of diverse people has remained an essential principle of the pro-
ject: Rhine Valley Vision is an open process that is characterized by its high 
level of dedication and lively gatherings. 

In the summer of 2006 the goals, mission statement and guiding principles 
were presented to the public in the form of a 130-page detailed document. 
The key statements of the mission statement define the Rhine Valley of the 
future as being a region where:

important economic, cultural, educational, retail, recreational and adminis-
trational institutions should be divided up across different locations as part 
of a balanced regional development plan
areas between settlement and open countryside should be maintained with 
structured and high-quality urban development taking place within these 
borders
development of public transport in particular is critical when considering 
where different forms of living and economic activity take place
open spaces are linked to a green network for agriculture, ecology and leisure 
time
high quality business locations for innovative production enterprises are 
 given support

The successful impact of this model can be seen in real life examples: for 
example at grandchild-friendly neighbourhood developments (Garnmarkt 
Götzis, Hämmerleareal Feldkirch) or by the dense settlement areas around 
pivotal points in the public transport network (Dornbirn-Schoren Railway 
Station, Hard Railway Station). And more and more projects are granted 
the public title of being performed „in the spirit of Vision Rhine Valley“.
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State and Municipalities
A central aim of the project from the outset was that it had to be a project 
that was part of the state AND the municipalities. It seemed to be essential 
to break existing hierarchical structures. Results needed to be worked out to-
gether on equal footing – not as a directive planning from above via the state, 
or as an exclusive design from below via the municipalities. These efforts are 
reflected in different ways in the structure of the project and process flow. 
This meant that the steering committee was composed equally of represen-
tatives from the state and municipalities. This balance was also an important 
aspect when putting together the professional teams. And the project office 
was not in the government building but set up externally.

The fact that the state and municipalities have wanted to pull together is 
most clearly illustrated in the Rhine Valley Conference. At the Rhine Valley 
Conference members of the state government, the state parliament of the 
Rhine Valley as well as the mayors of the Rhine Valley municipalities meet 
round a table to discuss the results of the ongoing project and advise the next 
steps. An institution like this did not exist until the launch of Rhine Valley 
Vision.

The Rhine Valley Conference has taken a major step forward since the first 
meeting in February 2005: it has moved from an advisory body to a decision-

Melted into one region: 
settlement development 1950 (red) 
till 2001 (ochre).

A multiplex network: every day 
about 50 % of the workforce 
commutes to work to another 
municipality.



making committee. The presidency has also changed. The conference now 
has a political chairman with a Rhine Valley mayor and the respective state 
councillor responsible for regional planning. The growing political impor-
tance of the Rhine Valley Conference has therefore made its mark.

A central part of the whole process was the Rhine Valley Contract that was 
signed in the course of the 6th Rhine Valley Conference. On signing this 
contract the Governor and 29 mayors of the Rhine Valley declared their wil-
lingness to cooperate and recognize the jointly developed model as a guide 
to their actions.

From Model to Implementation
Since the completion of the mission phase in the summer of 2006, Rhine 
Valley Vision has been in the implementation stage. This means fulfilling 
the vision by bringing concrete projects to life and focussing on special 
treatment of regional planning issues through research, studies, work-
shops, Rhine Valley forums or think tanks. Topics that are seen as being 
particularly important and meaningful from a cross-community perspec-
tive, are designated by the Rhine Valley Conference. To date the following 
topics have been dealt with:

1. Regional industrial areas
2. Settlement and mobility
3. Community cooperation regarding childcare
4. Community cooperation regarding care and care of the elderly
5. Youth and integration

While the focus areas 3,4 and 5 have been completed after in in-depth ana-
lysis and in the mean time the resulting recommendations have been made 
to the relevant stakeholders, Rhine Valley Vision is still very much active 
in the areas of „Regional industrial areas“ and „Settlement and mobility“: 
With „North Rhine Valley“ and „South Rhine Valley“ for example, alrea-
dy two large regions are on the way to vote on key questions regard town 
 planning across municipal boundaries under the guidance of Rhine Valley 
Vision. The focus is on the coordinated development of industrial areas.

Example No. 2: from 2010 to 2012 Rhine Valley Vision together with the 
Vorarlberg Energy Institute initiated a series of events entitled „Neighbour-
hoods of the Future“. This series of events, which includes excursions, work-
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shops and forums, was about finding new impetus for the development of 
neighbourhoods that despite increasing population density, are still attrac-
tive living spaces for our grandchildren.

Example No. 3: due to the high demand of affordable housing, Rhine Valley 
Vision is dealing with the topic of „social housing“ in depth. The first result 
of this discussion is the recognition that social housing in the Rhine Valley 
is very unevenly distributed in the individual municipalities. This result has 
already led to political commitment: step by step, social housing should be 
distributed in a better way – particularly for young people who should be 
provided with affordable housing in all parts of the state. The Rhine Val-
ley has already taken steps in this direction: the 29 municipalities and the 
Vorarlberg Government have reached an agreement that the in the Rhine 
Valley housing is to be regionally coordinated and cooperation needs to be 
strengthened in this area.

Greater Responsibility for Common Living Space
And where does Rhine Valley Vision stand today? With enhanced funding 
for municipality ventures and the anchoring of regional planning agree-
ments in the 2011 regional planning amendment, many of Rhine Valley Vi-
sion recommendations of action have been set in motion. With a completed 
study on the potential density around the stations of the Rhine Valley, an 

Rhine Valley Conference: mayor 
and state politicians around one 
table. 



estimate of the future demand for industrial areas and numerous regional 
maps on different topics, important basic data on the region is now available. 

Since the launch of Rhine Valley Vision also many local municipalities have 
implemented numerous collaborations; the seven Hofsteig municipalities 
have harmonized their kindergarten fees and set up joint holiday childcare. 
The three Rhine Delta municipalities share a district nursing association 
and make in-patient care a common cause. At Lauterach Brook there are 
boundary-crossing allotments and in the foothills uniform waste recycling 
centres are being planned. In many places along the valley, municipalities 
are joining together when it comes to matters of salaries, building regulati-
ons, personnel matters or financial management.

The fact that people are becoming more responsible for their common habi-
tat cannot only be seen in specific projects, but rather also in the fact that in 
the past years several cross-community committees have been newly esta-
blished or expanded: at the Hofsteig parliament for example the mayors and 
municipality representatives have been meeting since 2005. In the same 
year Altach, Götzis, Koblach and Mäder founded the association „amKum-
ma“, in October 2009 the Coordinating Committee Rhine Delta was laun-
ched and in January 2010 Feldkirch joined the REGIO Vorderland.

Pioneering Achievements Paving the Way
Alongside the convergence of all the municipalities, some pioneer work is 
being done; the REK „amKumma“, which was launched in 2009, is the first 
regional town-planning concept in Vorarlberg‘s Rhine Valley. This concept 
for the future ranges from the joint development of industrial areas to the 
opening of the kindergarten catchment area. Another role model scheme 
is the „Central Rhine Valley“ that was a direct offspring of Rhine Valley 
Vision. In search of a transportation solution for the region, the towns of 
Dornbirn, Hohenems and Lustenau sat around the table together with the 
Vorarlberg Government from 2006 to 2010. In terms of a holistic approach 
to the development of industrial areas and the use of open space were con-
sidered in this process. „This approach brings a new quality to regional and 
transport planning“, said Governor Karlheinz Rüdisser, „regional and holi-
stic planning, as achieved in the Central Rhine Valley is to be the standard 
of the future.“

Regional Rhine Valley Contract: 
the state government of Vor-
arlberg and the 29 Rhine Valley 
municipalities place a seal on their 
willingness to work together.  



Positive Interim Results
If you look at interim results today, it can be recognized that we have 
come substantially closer to the goal of the project, which is to recognize 
Vorarlberg‘s Rhine Valley as one living space and to develop it further as 
a collective. Of course the end of the development stages has not yet been 
reached and there are no doubt a number of challenges to be overcome along 
the way to „29 municipalities – one living space“. The fact that it is wor-
thwhile taking such challenges on board with the ultimate goal of overco-
ming them, has already been clearly demonstrated by Rhine Valley Vision.

Rhine Valley Vision is deeply invol-
ved with social housing. This offer 
should be coordinated regionally 
and cooperation in this area would 
be strengthened.

North Rhine Valley and South 
Rhine Valley: two large regions 
coordinate the development of in-
dustrial areas beyond municipality 
boundaries under the supervision 
of Rhine Valley Vision.

The topic of „grandchild-friendly 
accommodation“ has been given 
a two-year slot of lectures, excur-
sions, workshop discussions by 
Rhine Valley Vision in cooperation 
with Vorarlberg‘s Energy Institute


